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**Project outline**

**Background:** In response to ischaemia, the Hypoxia-Inducible Factor (HIF) transcription factor is activated, and drives a plethora of cellular adaptations that allow the cell to survive in the low oxygen (hypoxic) environment. HIF1α regulates a large number of different processes, including angiogenesis, metabolism and cell death, and at last count was believed to regulate over 1000 genes. We have shown that type 2 diabetes impairs the activation of HIF1α in response to ischemia in the heart. This impaired HIF activation occurs because of high levels of fatty acids that accumulate within the heart in diabetes. As a consequence, the downstream beneficial adaptive processes are blunted, resulting in impaired function of the heart in diabetes. However, ischemia is not unique to the heart, many tissues are similarly affected by ischaemia in diabetes, contributing to complications in multiple different organs. Similarly, all tissues are exposed to the high levels of circulating fatty acids in diabetes. Thus, impaired HIF activation and blunted adaptation to ischemia may underpin complications in multiple organs in diabetes.

**Hypothesis:** Abnormal HIF signalling occurs in multiple tissues in diabetes, mediated by high levels of circulating fatty acids, providing a systemic mechanism uniting multiple diabetes complications.

**Work to be undertaken:** Taking advantage of human cell systems, we will investigate the response to hypoxia using cells derived from the liver, skeletal muscle, kidney and heart. We will determine if fatty acids impair HIF signalling and the downstream beneficial response to hypoxia in these different cell types. We will investigate the mechanisms linking fatty acids with HIF signalling, by using metabolomics, CRISPR technology and single cell sequencing. In addition, these cells will be cultured with other components of the diabetic milieu (substrates, hormones, adipo/myokines), to screen whether factors other than fatty acids can also modulate the response to hypoxia. These human cell systems will allow us to determine if the mechanism linking diabetes to abnormal HIF signalling are conserved between different tissues. Key downstream mRNA changes will be further probed in biopsies obtained from healthy and diabetic individuals.

Rodent models of diabetes demonstrate evidence of fatty liver disease, nephropathy, cardiomyopathy and myopathy, therefore, liver, kidney, heart and skeletal muscle will be studied in type 2 diabetes. We will investigate the chronic effects of diabetes on HIF signalling at baseline, in response to hypoxia
and to ischemia in these tissues. Lipid lowering therapies will be utilised to determine if reducing fatty acid availability within these tissues restores HIF signalling and the response to ischaemia. We will investigate whether this slows the development of multiple diabetes complications. Ultimately, impaired HIF signalling may unite complications across multiple tissues in diabetes, and may provide a systemic therapeutic target for the pan-complications of diabetes.

**Aims:**

1. Determine whether HIF signalling and the response to hypoxia is impaired across multiple different tissues in diabetes.
2. Determine whether this is mediated by conserved mechanisms, driven by fatty acids.
3. Determine whether lipid lowering strategies have potential to restore HIF signalling and hypoxic adaptation in multiple complications associated with diabetes.
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